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By MARGARET CLARK
What advice would a mayor
give to students who want to get
into political life?
"Stay out of it," said Jake Godbold, mayor of Jacksonville and
Bob O' Neill, r ecently elected
mayor of J acksonville Beach.
Both men pointed out the perils
of politics in a recent telephone
interview with The Spinnaker
"I have mixed emotions," said
Godbold. "I'm being honest.
"Politics isn't the place to be
these days. If a young person
thinks it's glamorous or wants to
be popular, he shouldn't get into
it," the mayor advised.
"P eople expect elected officials to be super people ... with
great character. We are all human beings who have weaknesses," he said. "But politicians are
not allowed these weaknesses.
The public insists they be above
it .. . beyond the man on the
street."
Godbold warned students to
think about what kind of life a
politician leads.
"You must be willing to sacrifice. Think about it. Are you willing t o work hard-to live in a
fishbowl-to be on the firing line
day in and day out?"
The job of ma_yor calls for
making tough decisions "under
the scrunity of the home folks,"
said Godbold. "People watch you
all the time ... who you hang
around with-your family life."
"People like to know. They are
intrigued."
Godbold said these are only
some of the factors a student
should weigh before going into
politics. A would-be politician also must think about those closest
to him.
"If you are married, you have
to consider your spouse or family. How do they feel about it? A
political figure spends a great
deal of time away from the family, he said.
If a student has considered all
of the pros and cons and is still
determined to be in public life,
Godbold said a good place to
start might be in an organization
such as Jaycees, Young Republicans or Young Democrats.
In these types of organizations,
"you can learn to give and take.
That you can't always win. And if
you don't win, you don't take your
ball and bat and go home. You
learn the art of compromise," he
said.

Fashions
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Hans Mandt is one of many UNF students who will
get a Christmas bonus. Hans will graduate on
Dec. 19.
Godbold entered politics
through the door of community
service. He was president of the
local Jaycees and vice president
of the Florida Jaycees. It was
during this time, his friends and
colleagues encouraged him to run
for City Council.
Students who are entertaining
the idea of becoming a politicians, "don't know what they are
asking for," said O'Neill, newly
elected Jacksonville Beach mayor.
Some political aspirants don't
"recognize the political realities
of government; he said. "What
you perceive as an outsider may
not be the same as what is going
on."
O'Neill said he had an idealist
attitude when he first began in
politics.
"I still do." But, he said, you
imagine how you will make
changes for the good of the community, and you get into office
"and find all kinds of stumbling
blocks. These ideals you can't enforce on people. You end up," he
added, "in a game of negotiations
and compromise rather than direct action."
O'Neill does not think government courses are a necessary
route to becoming a political fig-

ure. In fact, he said, business
courses could be much more advantageous.
"No matter -what ideal you believe in...if it isn't well financed,
you can't do it."
"I have no background in political education. My education is
a business education at Florida
Junior College and UNF. I don't
know of anybody that planned for
a political position ... unless it's
someone like the Kennedys," he
added.
In O'Neill's case, he was manager of Howard Johnsons and
had been active in the Chamber
of Commerce.
"All of the sudden one day a
businessman said, 'why don't you
consider running?"'
O'Neill does not think attending
council meetings is a necessary
stepping stone for political omce.
"I'm sure it helps, but I'd never
been to a council meeting in my
life unW I was elected to the City
Council," he said candidly.
There is no set pattern or favored avenue for becoming a
mayor, according to Godbold and
O'Neill.
The common thread; as they
tell it, is community activity.

By JIM HENDERSON
The University of North Florida should have a new president in place
by the end of the year or shortly after the first of the year, according
to J . J . Daniel, chairman of a Board of Regents committee in charge
of selecting UNF's next president.
Members of theUNF presidential search committee cast ballots for
a second time on Nov. 24 and the results were the same as had been
recorded in an Oct. 23 voting session. About 90 people gathered to witness the balloting which was done "in the sunshine."
The committee had been requested in a letter from Daniel to cast
its ballots in the sunshine (with the public having access as to how
members voted) to remove doubts about the legality of the search
process which began eight months ago.
All meetings of the committee had been held in compliance with
Florida's Sunshine Law until secret ballots were cast at its Oct. 23
meeting.
At that meeting, committee members selected Dr. Anthony
Catanese, Dr. Lawson Crowe and Dr. Curtis McCray as the candidates
they felt were most qualified to serve as president of UNF.
An outpour of support for Dr. Andrew Robinson, interim president
of UNF for the past 15 months, followed. Robinson was among a list
of over 200· candidates who had applied for the job. His name had been
eliminated on Oct. 23 in what was t.o have been the committees final
round of balloting.
Both the Jacksonville City Council and the Duval Delegation passed
resolutions indorsing Robinson as a result of his name being excluded
from the list.
The search committee had been appointed by the BOR to seek out
and interview applicants and come up with a list of from three to five
names. Those names were to be submitted to the BOR committee.
Daniel's .committee would select a candidate and make a recommendation to the full BOR for approval.
On Nov. 9, Catanese, Crowe and McCray were interviewed by members of the BOR committee. At that meeting Sen. Joe Carlucci brought
up the question of whether the UNF committee had violated Florida
Sunshine Law by casting unsigned ballots.
There was considerable reluctance and frustration displayed by
search members when they gathered to consider Daniel's request on
Nov. 17.
After lengthy debate the committee decided to re-vote. Members
agreed to reconsider all of the original applicants and narrow the list
to eight. The task was completed before the committee adj ourned that
day.
The Oct. 24 balloting was done before a packed house. In the end,
the same three candidates received the necessary two-thirds vote.
continued on page 2

Candidates pleased
with f inal vote
By BRENDA NORMAN
'Happy' is the word that best described the reaction of the three
University of North Florida presidential candidates when they heard
that their names were among the second list of finalists.
Four weeks after the original search committee vote submitted Dr.
Anthony Catanese, Dr. Lawson Crowe, and Dr. Curtis McCray as their
choice of candidates, the action was repeated with the same three
men being picked.
·
The three candidates have been left in limbo for over three months
waiting for the final word on who the next UNF president will be.
In a telephone conversation with The Spinnaker immediately after
the decision, all thre i candidates were pleased with the outcome and
were excited over tte news.
Catanese and McCray were equally jubilant to be included once
again on the list, and Crowe was enthused but also solemn sounding.
When asked how hi felt about being chosen again, Crowe said, "Oh,
I don't know. I haven't heard anything. I guess I feel the same."
"I'm delighted!" was the automatic response of Catanese when he
heard the news.
continued on page 2
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COMING UP

Pottery Sale

Arthur Miller Drama

·

A pottery sale will be conducted in the UNF Bell
Courtyard from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Dec. 1-3.

Music Students Perform

·

Students from UNF's music department will perform at 1 p.m. in the Building Nine Auditonum
on Dec. 1 and 8. Admission is free and open to the
public.

Movie: "Blues Brothers"

The movie, "Blues Brothers," will be shown on
Dec. 2 at 12:30 p.m. and on Dec. 3 at 12:30 and 4
p.m. in the Building Nine Auditorium. A donation
of 50 cents is asked.

Faculty Association M e e t i n g
The Faculty Association will meet in room 1315
of Building Fourteen at 12:30 p.m. on Dec. 3.

SGA Special House Meeting

The Student Government Association will have a
special meeting on Dec. 3 and a regular meeting
will be held on Dec. 10 Both meetings
will be at
4:30 p.m. in room 1141 of Building Eight

SGA Christmas Happy Hour

The SGA will host a Christmas Happy Hour in
the UNF Boathouse starting at 9 p.m. on Dec. 3.
The band, KUDU, will perform. All students are
welcome.

Tennessee Williams Play

A Company of Players will perform Tennessee
Williams' "The Glass Menagerie" at 8 p.m., Dec.
4-6, at the company's theatre, 643 Edison Ave.

Brass Quintet

The UNF Brass Quintet will perform at Jacksonville's Regency Square Mall on Dec. 5 at 6 p.m.

JU Christmas Choral Concert

The Jacksonville University Concert Choir and
Chamber Singers will present a Christmas Choral Concert on Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. in the JU Swisher
Auditorium. Admission is free and open to the
public.

Brown Bag Non-Denominational Prayer Fellow-

Non-DenominationalPrayer Fellowship will
meet on Dec. 7 and 14 from noon to 1 p.m in the
small conference room next to the Osprey Cafeteria in Building Fourteen. All are welcome.

Wind Ensemble Concert
The UNF Community Wind Ensemble Concert
will be held at 8:15 p.m. on Dec. 7 in the UNF
Theatre.

Holidays
The UNF Christmas Holiday will

be

Theatre Jacksonville will present Arthur Miller's
"A View From the Bridge" through Dec. 12 at
8:30 p.m. at 2032 San Marco Blvd. For reservations call 396-4425.

Book Buyback

A used book buyback will be held at the UNF
Bookstore from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Dec. 14-15 and
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Dec. 16.

Cap and Gowns

December graduatescan now purchase cap and
gowns and mvitations

Spinnaker Deadlines

The next issue of the Spinnaker will be in the
newsstands on Jan. 18, 1982. The deadline for
news items is Jan. 11, 1982. Happy Holidays.

JU Basketball Tickets
Jacksonville University's Athletic Department is
offering all UNF faculty and staff a reduced
price on JU Basketball season tickets. Season
tickets are half price at $20 and $15. For more information contact Griffin Watson in the UNF
Student Activities Office in Building Ten.

Nursing Review Course

The Methodist Hospital will sponsor a Nursing
Review Course for the R.N. State Board Exam,
Jan. 11-15. The course will be taught at the Charter Educational Theatre on the second floor of
the Methodist Medical Center Plaza, 580 West
Eighth St. For more information contact Rob
Paris, Public Relations, Methodist Hospital at
354-2071, ext. 5575.

Archery Club
The Archery Club meets every Wednesday at
3:30 p.m. at the UNF Fieldhouse. Beginners and
public are welcome.

Baptist Campus Ministry

.

Baptist Campus Ministry meets for Brown Bag
Bible Study on Wednesday's from 12:30-1:30 p.m.
in the small conference room next to the Osprey
Cafeteria in Building Fourteen. For more information visit the Campus Ministry office in Building Ten or contact Rev. Bill Stroup at 646-2875 or
744-0455.

Catholic Campus Ministry

The Catholic Campus ministers are now on the
UNF campus. For more. information contact
Brother David Freely or Sister Ruth Hall in the
Student Activities Office, Building Ten, room
1204 or call 646-2875.

Dec. 24-25.

Events involving the campus
police include :
• On Nov. 12, at 2:·27 p.m., Officer Jefferson of the campus police was burned by battery acid
while helping someone jumpcharge a battery.
·
• On Nov. 17, at 3 p.m., an acBy MAURICE COMAN
cident occured when a vehicle
crossing from Parking Lot Nr. 5
. to Parking Lot Nr. 6 failed to stop . • On Nov. 18 several items
before proce e oing and was
were reported stolen after an instruck in the left side by a second
ventory in the Nursing Departvehicle moving west toward UNF , ment in Building Eight. The
Drive. The driver of the first veitems were valued at $390.60 and
hicle was charged With failure to . included a manikin baby and two
yield the right of way.
overhead vanity tables.

.P olice
Beat

• On Nov. 20, at 11 a.m., after
taking an inventory, Instructional
Communications reported several items stolen. The items were
valued at $768.38 and included a
Nikkor 35mm F2.8 lens, a F2 camera, a Mamiya F4.5 lens, a
Mamiya C220 twin lens reflex
camera, and a Nikkor 200mm
lens.
• On Nov. 20 two drug arrests
were made on UNF Drive near
Building Fourteen. Two white
male construction workers ages
22 and 21 were arrested for possession of a controlled substance.
Both had a previous arrest record.

Presidential search nears end

continued from page I
Crowe received 15 votes,
McCray 14 and Catanese 11.
Se_ven of the 15 search_committee members cast a ballot for
Robmson.
·
·
ba ll otmg,
After the initial
two
more motionswhich might have
gotten Robmson's name on the

list failed.
· The
next step toward appointing a president for the Univer sity of North Florida will
come when the BOR committee
meets again. Daniel expects that
mee t·ing t o take pla ce somet·ime
after Dec. 15. In a Nov.. 26 telephone conversation with The

Spinnaker he said he was await-.
ing an official letter from Dr. ·
James Crooks, chairman of the·
UNF search committee, before
scheduling the meeting.
A
f th f ll
meet mg o
e u
BOR special
is tentatively scheduled for
Dec. 22 in Panama City .

Candidates: anxious and waiting

contiuned from page 1

·
By BRENDA NORMAN.
fo have her," said McCray.
McCray was not at a loss for
All three finalists stated that
the controversy and the delay of
words either when asked how he
felt about being placed on the list · decision has not discouraged
of finalists once again.
them at all. Catanese said that
"Terrific! I very much want to . the procedure didn't bother him
be president of the University of
because it is normal procedure.
North Florida. Jacksonville is an
"I think it's healthy that there
excellent area." said McCray.
is so much interest in process.
Maybe governing in the sunshine
McCray was very impressed
with the faculty, students and
takes a little longer but I guess in
with Chancellor Barbara Newell.
the end it 's worth it, " said
"I also think Chancellor NewCatanese.
In answering how he viewed
ell is great. She's a first rate
Chancellor and Florida is lucky
the controversy
over the presi-

ctency, Crowe said, "I haven't
really been a part of it. I'm sorry
there has been controversy, but I
don't know enough about it to answer."
McCray said that he feels the
controversy is a normal problem
for this type of thing and also said
that he doesn't know enough
about the situation.
The anxious waiting is not over
yet for the candidates and all
three men said they will be listening eagerly for a final decision.

Students rally
for committee
By JIM HENDERSON
A group of four students, calling themselves the "Student Lobby For A Fair Decision," staged
a rally on the University of North
Florida University Green Nov. 23.
The event was held to show support for the presidential search
committee.
Organizers were careful to
point out that the rally was not
held to endorse any one candidate, but rather, to back the UNF
search committee in whatever
choice it made.
The students said they were
upset at the criticism the search
committee has received from
members of the community.
"We're the ones who've not
been heard. And I think we
should be heard,"said Cheryl
Roth, one of the rally organizers.
As many as 50 people gathered
at once. The group had set up a
table on the University Green
with a petition for passersby to
sign.
"I'm mad... "I'm mad that we
could impugn the integrity" of
the members of the search committee, said Ross Pennington in a
speech to those gathering at the
table.

"Let's keep the outsiders out,"
said Pennington, in reference to
the pressure being put on members of the committee by political
groups within the community.
The search committee has made
it's decision and we should now
support them, Pennington said.
Pennington, a political science
major at UNF, said the group decided to hold the petition drive
less than a week earlier.
A number of signs posted
around campus announcmg the
rally were torn down said members.
According to Roth, costs for
printing the posters were paid by
members of the lobby. Costs for
duplicating the petition were paid
by a person Roth declined to
name.
The petition, containing some
300 names, was presented to Phil
Schmitt, a member of the search
committee, just prior to the committee's Nov. 24 meeting. Schmitt
turned the petition over to commit tee chairman Dr. James
Crooks at that meeting.

.Merry Christmas
and a Happy .
Holiday to you
and yours from
The Spinnaker ·
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Students react to committee vote: anger, relief
ByMARGARET CLARK
There were mixed reactions to
,he Presidential Search CommitLee'sNov, 24, vote that was a repeat of the earlier slate ·of candidates to be sent to the Florida
Board of Regents for consideration as president.
After being asked to conduct
the voting process according to
the Florida Sunshine Law, the
committee resisted pressure to
include Dr. Andrew Robinson in
the list of names recommended
to the BOR
" Dr, Robinson should have
been included, Evidently they
had no intention of including
him," said Sharel Grissette, UNF
graduate student.
"I think it (the candidate)
should be home grown, Any community should use its own resources. Dr. Robinson has been
doing a good job, He is a credit to
the community," said Mary
Lucero, senior.

Terri Carver, a junior, was in
favor of what the efforts of the
committee.
"I think it was good," she said.
"I didn't think they should have
to go through it again. It was stupid to re-do it."
One student said she was glad
the whole process was finally
completed.
"I don't care who the president
is," said Sarah Rahaim, senior, "I
want to see the University moving forward in a positive light.
The university is hurting by not
getting on with its business. We
need a new president. The school
needs to be moving, she said.
"Politics are hurting this university. Why did we go 15 months
without a president?" Rahaim
asked. "N obody has ever answered that."
"I think. the whole thing was a
simple process that was blown
out of proportion," said Dean
Foster, Junior.

SGA o.k.'s funding
By JIM HENDERSON
Funding increases for two organizations sponsored by the Student Government Association
were passed in a Nov. 19 SGA
meeting. Fred Wilkinson, president of the SG A, says he might
veto one of the two measures.
House members approved a
bill which would provide an additional $6,000 to the skills center's
current SG A budget allocation of
$77,000. The increase would provide the center with operating
revenue it is currently without.
According to SG A comptroller
Dan Greene the student government made allocations for the
skills center with hopes that the
operating expenses would be paid
through other university funds.
Wilkinson said he plans to veto

the House measure, if he can, because he said the SCA cannot afford the funding increase.
Dr. Sandra Hansford, director
of the center was present for the
House meeting. She said the center has served between 350 and
400 students per quarter in the
past. This semester the center
has served over 500 students, said
Hansford.
In other business the House approved a $45 allocation request
from the Art Guild. The Art Guild
requested the money to fund a social. Guild President, Steve King,
said the purpose of the social was
to increase membership in the organization.
The SG A will hold a special
Dec. 3 meeting to consider a
number of other bills.

Pearlie Shelton, a junior, said,
"It was a waste of time for them

to go back and vote if they were
going to pick the same ones. They
just did 1t to appease the people
who protested.'
Dwight Dickerson, senior,
agreed. "It · didn't change anything," he said. "They didn't accomplish that much. All they did
was bring out what they had already done in private and repeat-

ed the same a(!tion in public."
"This is only my first semester, but it would seem fair to me
to put Dr. Robinson on the list,"
said Kathy Beattie, a graduate
student.
Deborah Luster, a senior, said,
"I was for him. He has helped the
university. He had favorable credentials. It wasn't fair to bring
people in from Colora.do ·and
wherever else . .It seems they are

trying to prove what the public
says makes no difference. If they
did want Robinson, they would
have voted for him in the beginning.
Some students said they had
not been following the controversy very closely.
Robin Caire said she didn't
know a lot about the latest vote.
"I saw it in the news. I didn't
know if it was political.''

UNF alumni plan future goals
By JIM HENDERSON
Members of the University of
North Florida Alumni Governing
Council gathered for a full day of
planning Nov. 13 at the Continental Club in Orange Park.
Twenty-three attended the seven hour session to discuss what
the alumni association has done
during the past year and what it
plans to accomplish in the future.
Morton Benjamin, the 1982
chairman of the association, revealed a six point list of objectives for the group to work toward over the next five years.
One of Benjamin's goals is to
boost alumni membership rolls to
between 40 and 50 percent of total
UNF graduates. Current membership is about 10 percent.
Benjamin also said he would
like the association to start planning for long-term financial
needs. Long-range goals might include projects such as an alumni
building and the hiring of employees to work full time for the association, said Benjamin.
Lowell Wood, director of alumni development at UNF, said the
"single biggest challenge in '82 is
communication." He also said he
would like to see the time period
extended in which the annual
Phonathon has been held.

The Phonathon is the single
largest fund raiser for the association. Over $20,000 was pledged
last year. Wood said he would like
to see pledges increase 25 percent during 1982.
Dr. George Corrick, vice president of university relations, said
one of his goals, which will benefit the association, is to increase
the public relations staff size at
UNF. The university has quality
staff, but ·insufficient staff to
meet increasing needs, said Corrick.
Another need of the university,
said Corrick, is to produce a quality magazine, a controlled communications vehicle that could
"tell the story of UNF." He said
he would like to see such a magazine published between four and
six times per year and sent to
alumni and key members of the
community.
Project possibilities mentioned
for the. upcoming year include:
• A fitness competition for various age groups in which members from the community would
be invited.
• A flea market.
• A parade.
• A pre-Oktoberfest celebration
that would resemble the "Gator

Growl" which precedes the University of Florida's annual Homecoming game.
• A big celebration in conjunction
with the a 10-year reunion of the
university.
Steve Dannemann, student activities coordinator for the UNF Student Government Association
suggested that the alumni association might wish to participate in
some of the proJects being
planned by the SG A.
Particular events mentioned
by Dannemann were the Jan.
28-30 appearance of the Eric
Hawkins Dance Company, and
the "Music Fest" to be held April
3 and 4.
Committee budget requests
and upcoming events will be decided upon when the committees
meet for the association's Dec. 10
meeting.
The UNF Alumni Association
ho\ds its regular meetings on the
seeond Thursday of each month
at 6 p.m. in Building Fourteen.

Building Two
unlocks its new loo·k
By BARBARA KELLER
Building Two will be open and operating on Jan. 6 when classes resume for the Winter term, says
Campus Planner Bill Munson.
Munson added that the building
will be finished on Dec. 15, and
everything will be moved into it
by Jan. 4. including telephones.
The services that will be moving into Building Two are Student
Activities , Career Planning,
Counseling, the Skills Center,
Computer Services, and Special
Education.
Another 16 rooms will be used
for classes with one more as a
lab.

Munson compared the physical
changes on the campus to "a
domino effect".
The ROTC will move into
Building Eleven, while Finance
and Accounting will also move,
and the Registrar's Office will expand into the area left over from
Dean Darwm Coy's Student Affairs.
Munson said the changes would
occur gradually over the next six
months and "everything was going smoothly.''

UNF facing fund cuts
Photo: Gary Horne

Professor Michael Pounds shows television production studio to open at UNF
next summer.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
ABORTIONS
•Licensed Gynecologists :•
•Individual Counseling -'• •

-Vasetomy Sterilization-

731-2755

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC
All Women's Health Center
4331 Univ. Blvd. S. (In Tropicana Center)

SALESPERSONS
WANTED
for the Spinnaker

20%

• •

commission

646-2817

By PAUL CRAMER
Fnday the 13th of this month
brought bad news to UNF in the
guise of a revenue shortfall.
The state has a projected
shortage of $55 million. Out of this
shortage, $11.5 million may have
to be cut from the State University System.
According to Dr. Peter Salus
dean of Arts and Sciences what
this means to UNF is that up to
$649,000
may have to be made up
in expenditure cuts from the fiscal year 81-82 school budget.
Action has already been taken
in the form of: suspending all
Quality Improvement Funds that
have not been committed by Nov.
16; placing a freeze on all new

hiring until a plan has been formulated for meeting the savings
targets ; a plan to develop a status report on all personnel and
salary balances ; and a freeze on
all travel funds that are not already ear-marked by. Nov. 16.
Faculty and employees are not
gomg to be the .only ones affected
by th.is _revenue shortage. Students will feel the crunch by a
loss or cutback m student services.
Dan Greene, chairman of the
program and budget committee
for UNF s student governme_nt
says that their budget for the
next year will be $50 thousand
less than this year. This means
continued on page 11
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Revenue .c uts
hitting UNF
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UN F presi dential search committee's

secret ballots
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Now that the University of North Florida is assured of a new swimming pool it should surely lessen the blow of the recent state revenue
shortfall affecting all mne Florida universities. What the shortfall
means for UNF 1s a $611,000 - $649,000 funding cut for fiscal year
1981-82.
The prob_lem is - the funding cuts will not affect the already funded
$600,000 swimming pool. Rather the cuts will affect UNF employees
and faculty as well as the Student Government Association's budget.
Cuts in the SGA budget will put t he squeeze on such student services
as the Skills Center, the Child Care Center, Penquest magazine, Intramural sports, and Student Activities.
After all, why should the needed funds be cut from athletic programs when they can be sheared from other areas?
·
This seems to be the philosophy of the Legislature who originally allocated the funds for the UNF swimming pool and are now shaving-the
excess fat from the Florida State University System.
The
problem is, UNF, as an infantuniversity, can not yet afford to
sacnf1ce academics for athletics in the form of funding cuts. Our
growth rehes on. continuing to develop our academics and, as of now
athletics is only of secondary importance to that growth.
'
We agree that there is fat to be sheared, but for UNF we also agree
that if t_here is a sacrifice to be made, it is more to our benefit that
it be chpped from our almost non-existent athletic program rather
than from our main objective - education.
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through university funds and advertismg revenue.

Editor
TV-12 Action News did a five
part series ' 'Living On Death
Row." ·
The statement was made in the
last part of that series that the
majority of those on death row
complained about the "lingering
and anguishing" time they are
spending on death row awaiting
their executions.
Then the station promised another series on "The Victims."
Well what about the victims who
can't tell about the crime that
took their life? For example, the

Editor
The article in the Spinnaker's
last issue reporting the arrest of
a student by campus security
sterning from splashing coffee on
a library wall has left me both
angry and concerned. The student was arrested, roughly treated, searched, booked, and jailed
by an officer who (if the facts
were accurately reported) grossly abused his authority. At t he
least this student was made to
suffer embarrassment and hu-

Ad

Editor

Editor:

(I transferred from U.S.F.).
I hope you will consider these
suggestions. I feel they would be
beneficial and an added attraction to the "Spinnaker." Thank
you for your time.
Lori Nasrallah

Editor's Note:
Cross word puzzles are a luxury
our budget will not allow. perhaps some interested person
would like to design one and submit it for publication. We would
welcome it! As for the activities
calendar, we run one. It's called
'Coming Up' and runs every issue
on page 2.

recent senseless shooting of Pa-·
trolman Thomas J. Szafranski
the horrible and brutal death of
the young convenience store
woman in Orange Park and numerous others.
The reporter only will have to
travel as far as the nearest cemetery where he will not receive
any comments because t his is
where he will find most of the
"Victims."
The most recent crime I read
.about in the paper was the rape
of a "six year old child." What
anguishing effect both mentally

and physically do you think that
this animalistic crime will have
on this child?
I am all for swift and prompt
carrying out of a sentence handed down by a jury and a judge,
that surely was picked very carefully. No appeals, or as I refer to
it as "shopping around" for a
ympathetic federal judge. Where
was the sympathy shown to the
victim?
Where is the "JUSTICE?"

Pat Conlin

UNF instructor angry and in question over student arrest

Crosswords and· Calendars
I would like to request or suggest that a crossword puzzle be
added as a regular feature to
each issue_of the "Spinnaker."
I would also like to suggest
that there be a section in the
UNF newspaper that lists current activities that are going on
around campus (Le. plays, movies, lectures, etc.) The conve•nience of this ready-made source
to your readers may generate
more participation in events that
are listed.
These are two items that were
very popular in the U.S.F newspaper that I personally would like
to find in the U.N.F. newspaper.

No

miliation far out of proportion to
his offense. At worst, he will bear
the stigma of an arrest and conviction record which will greatly
curtail his job prospects after
graduation. I note that the student is an accounting major ; a
conviction on these charges could
very well deny him the opportunity to ever stand for the CP A ex. amination.
By now it should be apparent
that the university administration
needs to establish some very

draws complaints from

professor and

strict guidelines on .the authority
and on the latitude of discretion
allowed to members of·the UNF
security force. Incidents of this
kind should not be allowed to occur again. ·

George S. Bohler
Adjunct Instructor
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student
therefore urge you to avoid publishing that advertisement in future Spinnaker issues.

You recently published an ad
pr oclaiming a "research catalog" for sale. Surely you realize
that what they are actually selling are ready made term
papers.
I cannot believe that these pa-

pers
a re of any benefit to. the indiVIdual who purchases one and I
feel certain that_the:;: are detrimental
to the uruvers1ty commumty in terms of academic standards and our public image Surely you're not that hard up f
or
advertisers ?

I would request that you turn
down ads of this nature in the fu.ture. I also -request that you publish a statement outlining your
advertising policy
.
Your response is awaited.

Editor's Note:
The ad in question bas been de-

leted until we have reviewed the
complaints.

Editor

s

to

We trust you are aware that
the use by any student of material obtained from that source
would constitute unethical behavior which might jeopardize his/her academic standing. We (the
Academic Standards Committee)

As in the past, we note with
concern the reappearance of the
a t tached " Impro v e Your
G rades" advertisement which
appearedin the most recent issue
o the UNF Spinnaker.

in tl
whi<
Al
rals
men
ily p
said
mal1

Michael Smith, Chairperson
Academic Standards Committee
·

Nick Dunbar

pl
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Businesses aide community problems
By ANN TELFAIR

Students, faculty, and local
businessmen gathered to listen to
four executives speak on how private enterprise contributes to the
solution of local community problems in the Building Nine auditorium Nov. 30.
E. William Nash, president of
the South-Central Operations of
Prudential Life Insurance, called
the issue of corporate and community leadership "a vital subject."
He stated that Prudential has a
record of community involvement dating back to the turn of
the century.
Alex J . Plinio, vice president
for Contributions for Prudential,
gave several examples of how
corporations can contribute to

the betterment of a community.
Purchasing, donations of equipment and supplies, fund raising
assistance, and legal and tax advice were all examples of potential corporate aid.
Speaking on Reaganomics ,
Plinio said, "There is a role for
government in our (business) society." He added that a better
defintion of it is coming along in
coming years.
Plinio further cited Prudential's program to halt housing
blight in the larger cities of
America.
He also referred to Prudential's van pools which save two
million gallons of gas a year.
(Prudential's van pools we r e
studied by officials in the nation's
capital who, in turn, are giving
advice to communities across the

nation.) The vans are also used
by dialysis patients, handicapped
Girl Scouts and other needy.
The insurance industry in general has made contributions of vital importance to the nation's
communities, said Plinio. He
cited New York Life's fight
against illiteracy and the local St.
Louis insurance corporation that
urged moderation in that city's
struggle for integration in the
schools.
Another example of Prudential's aid to local communities
was referred to by Plinio. $15 million was loaned to employees of a
General Motors plant in Michigan
that was to be closed down. Thirteen hundred jobs were saved
and the employes now own the
plant.
Richard S. Contee. President of

the Dayton Hudson Foundation of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, spoke on
the commitment of the business
sector to charities and the arts in
the Twin Cities.
John B. Olson, Senior VicePresident of the Mellon Bank in
Pittsburgh showed a startling
film called "Experiment in Allegheny." Allegheny County in
Pennsylvania was a mass of mismanagement before local government asked specialists from the
business sector to come in and
"clean up." Through task forces,
local businessmen applied "management skills sharpened in the
competition of the marketplace"
to the problems of county organization.
The conference is funded by
the Shelby Cullom Davis Founda-

YOUR LAST 2YFARS OF COLLEGE
COULD BEYOURFIRST
2 YEARSOF MANAGEMENT.
lub
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The Army ROTC
2-year program trains you
to become an officer for a
modern organization today's Army-which also
includes the.Army Reserve
and Army National Guard.
An officer who is not
only a leader of men , but a
manager of money and
materials as well.
That's why one of the
things you'll learn in our
2-year program is management training skills.
Your training will start ,
the summer after your
sophomore year, at a sixweek Army ROTC Basic
Camp.
You'll earn over $400
for attending Basic Camp.
And up to $1,000 for each
of your last 2 years
of Army ROTC.
But the biggest reward comes on graduation
d ay. That's when you
receive both a degree in
your chosen major and a
commission. And join the
Army management team.
For more information ,
write:

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LFAD.
AtUNF
Cpt. D. LeMonde
Room 2551
Bldg. 8 646-2813

tion and is being coordinated Dr.
David Moore of the department
of business administration.

Author,
advocate
speaks
BY PAUL CRAMER

On Tuesday and Thursday of
this past week, UNF presented
Ken net h Wooden a s a g uest
speaker. Wooden is a child advocate and the founder of the National Coalition for Childrens Justice as well as an investigative
reporter.
In a lecture entitled "Never
Give Up on Yourself or Your Students," Wooden told the group of
fac ulty and students about his
past. As a child he was judged to
be "marginally retarded' and
had an IQ of 78. During his childhood he was in trouble with the
law. "You would not have wanted
me to play with your children. I
beat up on one kid so bad he had
to go to the hospital," he said.
Later in his life Wooden spent
18 mo n t h s in Kore a in a
"M*A*S*H" type of enviroment,
This gave him the needed incentive to finally learn to read. When
he returned, his wife, who is a
nurse, tutored him and worked to
put him through college.
Speaking to his audience he
said that "pride works when
nothing else does," and read from
his "Bible", "1000 Years of Irish
Poetr y." He followed this reading
with a story about a group of
marginally retarded Indians who
were part of a Federal project.
"The group leaders didn't use
any of the accepted techniques.
All they used was art." Through
this program, the Indians became
motivated and their self-esteem
grew. According to Wooden, this
is the base that further growth
can come from. "You just have
to break through the barrier and
i_nstill a little pride. The rest
they'll do on their own."
While he was working as a
teacher, Wooden used certain
types of inovative teaching. He
took his classes to the houses of
local politicians and wr iters.
Some more conventional teachers found his techniques hard to
accept.
Wooden lectured on the Jonestown tragedy and he said he became interested because onethird of those who died were children. "I was the only reporter to
get into their files before they
were turned over to a courtordered receiver," said Wooden.
He went on to explain that the
Jones empire was based on thousands of dollars in monthly income, much of it from social security. Wooden was angered at
politicians and government agencies which had information on
atrocities which occured before
the mass suicide, and did nothing.
He ended the lecture with a
warning against cults still operating in the U.S. that are styled after the People's Temple.
Wooden is the author of books
such as "Children of Jonestown,"
"Prey : Missing and Murdered
Childr en in America ," and
"Weeping in the Playtime of Others."

:
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Picture Person
shows kids ·art
By MARGARET CLARK
The "Picture Person" program, sponsored by the Duval
County Schools, takes a different
approach to art enrichment at
the elementary school level, according to Fran Phelps and Anne
Saltmarsh, visual education consultants at the Jacksonville Art
Museum.
Volunteers fro m the Parent
Teacher Associations, National
Council of Jewish Women, Junior
League and other interested individuals, select works of art from
the museum and spend a minimum of 15 minutes, once a week,
giving art apreciation lessons to
children in school.
Training sessions for the volunteers are held the first Tuesday
of each month at the Jacksonville
Art Museum.
"It isn't the art history approach," said Phelps. The students learn how to look at a work
of art, instead of emphasizing the
background'of the painting or the
life of the artist, she explained.
"It gets to the point of the matter
in an unsophisticated manner."
There has not been a study
done on how much the children
have learned, said Saltmarsh, but

the volunteers repon many of the
students "can discuss the paintings and can recognize the works
the way you recognize music."
"I'm very enthusiastic about
the program," said Flo Kalish, a
volunteer at Atlantic Beach Elementary School. "They learn to
see not just to look."
The volunteers select paintings
or sculpture to present at the art
enrichment class.
"Sometimes we ask the kids
what they would like to see," said
Kalish. "The boys say guns and
sports. The girls like kittens. But
once in awhile, one of them will
throw you a curve. Like recently,
a fifth grader said he wanted to
see a still life."
The enthusiastic volunteer said
she and her co-worker Pat Liston, usually bring in art that appeals to them.
"As a jazz musician would say,
basically we wing it," she said.
The youngsters are partial to
sculpture because they can touch
it, Kalish added.
The "Picture Person" trys not
to bring in too many pieces at one
time, she said. It is hard for the
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Photo: Margaret Clark

Pat Liston and Flo Kalish, volunteer 'picture persons' show painting to Atlantic
Beach Elementary school. students Yvette Penaflor and Heather Kelly.
fourth and fifth graders to digest
five or six works of art on the
same. day, according to Kalish.
"The kids get hyper, and you
run out of time if you show too
many."
.
Aren't the museum personnel

afraid the children will break the
sculpture or damage the paintings?

"It _would be worse if it sat
there and nobody used it," said
Saltmarsh.

"I bet Scotty (Laura's exhusband) will come back," said
someone sitting in the back of the
room.
And sure enough when Laura
threw her bouquet, who jumped
out of the crowd, unannounced,
but Scotty Baldwin. He leaped in
front of the squealing bridesmaids to catch the bunch of flowers himself.
The shock of it all registered a
19 on the Richter scale of earthshattering moments for soap
fans. Almost as if rehearsed, the
voices in the room yelled," Oh,
no!"
After Scotty and Luke got into
a fight, one student was heard to
say, "That's depressing."
A man standing in the corner
whispered, "What a great soap."
Debbie Cannon, UNF senior,
tried to get her professor to let
her out of class to see the event.
"It's the wedding of the year,"
said Cannon.
But William Roach, her public
relations teacher, laughed, shook
his head incredulously and said,
' 1I've heard of everything now."
Somehow, he said, he was under
the impression classwork was
more important than the "General Hospital" shindig.
"I work at a bridal shop. They
will probably be coming out with
a copy of the bride's dress," said
Sissy Crabtree, senior.
Why are students watching
soaps that for years have been
associated with "bored housewives," the elderly or the infirmed?
"This is the best soap I've ever
seen. I don't like them ... but I
started watching this one, and I
can't quit," said Cindy Page, senior.

"It's fun to watch someone
else's problems," said Theresa
Hooker, senior. Carrie Mirabile,
another senior laughed and
agreed. "That's true." But the vicarious thrill of watching the
wedding couple's happiness was
also exciting to the crowd. "The
wedding was beautiful,"Mirabile
added.
"It felt good to finally see them
get married. They have been
planning this for over a year,"
said Paula Collum, junior.
Some students said they had
only tuned in for the wedding.
"This is not my regular story,"
said Thomas Streets, one of the
cast of the recent "Raisin in the
Sun" production at UNF. He USU·
ally watches "The Guiding
Light" on another station. It was
Taylor that drew him away from
his favorite soap, he said.
Stacy Whiting, junior, rushed
into the room about ten minutes
after the wedding vows were exchanged.
"You mean they've already
had the wedding," she moaned
disappointedly. She had been in a
class and couldn't make it in time
for the nuptials. "I'm really sorry
I missed it," Whiting said.
All of the students watched as
if with one large eye as Luke and
Laura finally made their getaway in a Tin Lizzie or Model-T.
"Yes sir, that's my baby,"-the
twenties music played in the
background. Fade to commercial.
Back to reality.
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The wedding of the year draws
UNF students away from books·
By MARGARET CLARK
Prince Charles and Lady Di
move over-the most important
wedding this year for soap opera
fans was the wedding of Laura
Webber and Luke Spencer, Nov.
17, on the television show "General Hospital."
And the most important wedding guest of the year was not
Her Majesty the Queen, but Elizabeth Taylor decked out in a turban and glittering diamonds.
The guests were from all walks
of life, including many University
of North Flonda students who
slipped away from classes to
watch the most popular serial on
daytime television in the student
activities lounge.
Those who came to sneak a
peak without permission from
professors refused to give their
names.
Then there were the few who
were embarrassed about watching a soap. They were the ones
who said things such as, "Oh, I
just dropped by for coffee." Then
they would nonchalantly cast a
condescending look at Elizabeth
Taylor, who was lowering her lids
over those famous violet eyes
and putting a curse on the bride
and groom.
Other students chatted during
the commercial, talking about
the things wedding guests usually
discuss.
"Where are they going on their
honeymoon?" asked one woman.
"I bet Bobbie catches the bouquet," guessed another.
"I hope so," said a man sitting
in a chair.
As Laura and Luke kissed and
got messy eating cake out of one
another's mouth, the crowd of
about 25 (standing room only)
tried to second guess the plot.
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Everynight Ladies Night
(Ladies get in Free)

Wed. Wild on Wednesdays
(Drink 2 for $1.05 till 8pm)

Thur. BEER BLAST
(Bring your college I.D. and get in
for $1. After 11pm get in
Free)

FREE DRAFT BEER 8 - 11
Fri.-Sat. Ladies Drink Free
(Ladies drink free 9 - 11)

The University of North Florida
Presents

Eric Hawkins

Dance Company
(One of the Top 5 Da nce Companies in the World )

.JANUARY 28 - 29 , 198 2
8 P.M.
NEW AUDITORI UM
ADMISSION: $6.00 NON-STUDENTS
$3.00 STUDENTS
TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE
AN D AT THE DOOR
PRE·REGISTRATION SLIP
Non-Student Tickets @$6.00 each .
_

Student Ti ckets @$3.00 each

Total Enclosed

$ _ _ __

SEND TO P.O . BOX 17074
BLDG. 14 HAWKINS REVIEW
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA 322 16
NAME

Reserved Tickets may be picked up at the door prior to performance
FUNDED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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Bands audition in first UNF showcase
By BRENDA NORMAN
Almost 300 people and 27
schools were represented at the
auditorium Nov. 15 for the University of North Florida's first
band showcase.
Dance and prom committees
from Duval and surrounding
counties, and the UNF student
body were invited to hear five
bands audition.
The band showcase, which is
new to UNF, is for the benefit of
the university, as well as the
communitv.__l
There will be a changing of the
ard after this issue of The Spinaker.
Jim Henderson, managing edior, will graduate and rumor has
that Brenda Norman, production manager, will take his place.
I have certainly enjoyed this
semester and last quarter as entertainment editor. It has been
fun working with Jim, Brenda,
Valerie Hays, sports editor, Connie Bouchard, opinion editor,
Gary Horne, photo editor, Jim
Owens, business/ad manager and
Vic.k i Hand,classified I manager.
And of course the newspaper
office wouldn't be the same without Casey Jones. Casey will still
be sitting in his same spot next
semester.
We were sorry to see Alan Garten leave as news editor. And another unfortunate happening was
Bob Azroff hurting his leg in a
football game.

aents to listen to the bands and
choose which they would like to
have perform at upcoming happy
hours.
"The reason it's important is
because it gives students the opportunity to give us (SGA) their
input," said Steve Dannemann,student events coordinator.
Da nneman n said students
should contact the student government office to express their
opinions.
"This helps us out in getting
bands cheaper for the universit
I want to particularly thank
Darryl Spencer and Alisa Walker
for helping me learn the computers when J im and Alan had given
me up as a lost cause.
And of course, our advisor
Steve Crosby, who has the pa-

TAPESTRY
By MARGARET CLARK

because we are, in effect, giving
them a place to gather contracts
and they will be giving us a break
price," said Fred Wilkinson, student government president.
The bands that auditioned
were: "The Standing Ovation,"
"Zeal," "Rambo Street," "Devastation," and "LaGrange." They
were provided by Blade Agency
in Gainesville.
Allan Mccollum, booking agent
for the groups, said the bands
came from Alabama, Valdosta,
Tampa, Orlando, and Gainesville.

There will be another musical
event such as this at the first of
the year.
"We will be having something
similar in January. It will be a
two-day event and al universities
in Florida and Geor ;.a will be invited," said Wilkins< n.
Student governm ent will also
be sponsoring a "M usic Fest" in
April for the benefi : of a nature
center that will be built on campus near the nature trails.
Wilkinson said there will be 15
bands playing at the two-day
gn cotton.
However, congratulations are
in order because she has a very
important job at Barnett Bank.
And other good news is she hopes
to teach again eventually.
Dr. Jacobson makes literature
come alive. She also has the sensitivity to let students have their
own ideas without making them
feel foolish when they differ from
her interpretation.
Jacobson's class is the only one
I have ever attended where the
students actually clapped in recognition for her outstanding contribution to learning on the last
day of class

The University of North Florida Potters Guild will have a
Christmas Sale on Dec. 1, 2 and 3
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the UNF
Bell Courtyard.
Pottery and sculpture can be
purchased for holiday gifts.
Proceeds from the sale will go
toward a scholarship fund and to
fund a workshop in the spring.

*****
Since there is no Orchids and
Onions this week, I'd like to give
a journalistic orchid to the UNF
policeman that I saw helping a
student change her tire. Some policeman are around when you
need them.

*****

*****
tience of Job, will be back at the
same stand next semester, trying
to get new workshop students to
remember to use attribution in
their stories.

*****

The UNF Brass Quintet will
perform at Regency Square on
Dec. 5 at 6 p.m. and Dec. 21 at 8
p.m. for the Mininak Club

If I had a quarter for every stu-

dent that has mentioned how saddened he or she is because Dr.
Judith Jacobson, adjunct professor in the Language and Literature Department, is leaving at
the end of the semester, I'd be in

*****
During the Christmas holidays,
the computer center at UNF will

ce1e1>ration. The groups will only
be charging the SGA for some
travel expenses.
Michael Murphy will also perform that weekend for a $5,000
fee which will also be funded by
the SGA.
Wilkinson says he expects to
have from 10 to 15,0)() people will
attend the music fest. SG A anticipat es a profit of $100,000 to
$125,000 from the event and Wilkinson says the proceeds will go
to the nature center.
move from Building Three to
Building Two.

*****
A fashion show and disc o
dance, sponsored by ther United
Minority Alliance of Jacksonville
University, will be held on Dec. 5
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. at the Wolfson Student Center on the JU
campus.
For further information call
Sharon Wise at 744-1082
*****
For those who keep asking
whether or not Dr. Kathleen Wall
will teach Psychology of Women
next semester, the unfortunate
answer no.

*****
Lenard Bowie, director of The
Community Wind Ensemble, recently performed its first concert
at Hemming Plaza in downtown
Jacksonville.

*****

'Raisin In The Sun': a spirit raising ·p roduction·
BINK'S RECORDS & TAPES
clip & save

Complete Stock
from Bach to Rock

21 45

ALL NEW
RELEASES

University Blvd., N.

LP's or TAPES

Jacksonville • 743-5233
2 Blocks South of J.U.

Open Hites
& Sundays

$2.00
,

'

OFF LIST PRICE
EVERYDAY
All multi ple sets
over $12 ore $3 off list

By MARGARET CLARK
The triumph of the human spirit, in all of its uplifting glory,
came alive on the stage of the
new University of North Florida
Theater, with the recent Stage
Door Society's production of Lorraine Hansberry's "Raisin in the
Sun."
Although the theater did not
play to capacity crowds ea ch
night, the cast gave its all to the
moment, and e motionally enriched those who chose to attend.

The play centers around a poor
black family whose members are
crowded into a small roach infested apartment.
Strength of character, pride, integrity and those many inner resources that make up an individ ual's self esteem are t h e
ingredients that make the ultimate conflict so absorbing.
When the family has a chance
to move into a "nice" whit e
neighborhood, the not so nice
head of the neighborhood welcoming commi tt ee, played
SALES• R£PAIR • MUSK
RENTAL BANDINSTRUMENTS

$15mth.

DISCOUNT MUSIC
VISA

5140 Blanding Blvd.

- Layaways
for Christmas

BOOK'N
TAPEWORM
S till open to serve you.
Serving the Arlington
Area for 13 Years

HAPPY HOUR
15¢ off all Beer
50¢ o.ff Pitcher
Mon.-Thur. 4 :00 - 6 :00 pm

Monday Nite Football
(open till games over)

Join in the Fun

Complete Line of Waterbeds

A MOST
COMPLETE

HEAD SHOP
744-2955
1411 University Boulevard North

skillfully by Lee Haack, comes by
to offer them money not to move
into the community.
Walter, portrayed masterfully
by Frank Mccurtis, has given
away the money left to his mother by his dead father. Now he has
to make the agonizing decision
whether or not to take the payoff
which would be an admission of
inferiority or keep the family tradition of pride by refusing to be
bought.
The inner conflict was brought
to the surface in a sensitive and
s uperb ly acted manner by
Mcc urtis, Beneatha Zakiyyah as
Mama, Rose Rice as Beneatha,
his sister and Elaine Bridges as
Ruth, the wife.
The play was perfectly cast.
Enough can't be said about this
fine aggregation of black actors
and one white actor.
Although it is foolhardy to single out any one person for extra
praise, it is still tempting to marvel at the heart felt portrayal of
the mother by Beneatha Zakiyyah.
Other noteworthy performances were given by J ay Lundy as
Asagai, Thomas Streets, who was
snobbishly appealing as, George,
the rich man you love to hate,
Merlin Smith as the young son
Travis and James 8:dwards as
Bobo.
The director, Dr. J ames Thomas, courageously chose a cultural
production that was destined to
be an artistic success rather than
a big box office draw.
It is a shame more of the public didn't attend. The play was
better than many 1roductions
seen at dinner theate rs with professional actors.
As the fine produc ions continue under the watc 1ful eye of
Thomas, the theater is certain to
gain attention not only from the
students, but the greater Jacksonville playgoers as well
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Golfing greats
in swing at TPC
By MARGARET CLARK
The Tournament Players Club
(TPC) a t P onte Vedra will
"carve a special niche in the
world of golf" predicts Bob Dickson, marketing director of the
club.
"The design is most challenging for the greatest golfers in the
world," explained Dickson, who
was in on the planning stages of
the site.
"It's a championship thoroughbred examination of golfing
skills. The word 'championship' is
much overrated," he continued.
"Almost every golf course is
called a championship golf course,but it just 'ain't' so. There are
a lot of nice golf courses, but not
very many championship
courses." Sawgrass, he said, is a
championship course from the
back tees.
TPC is too rigorous a course
for some players, even from the
regular tees, Dickson said. However, he added that in order to enjoy playing, a golfer doesn't have
to master the course.
"We have gentlemen who play
out here, and they have a good
time. It's an extremely short golf
course," he said. But because of
the way the fairways and the
rough are mowed (or not mowed
in spots), he said it requires a
golfer to keep the ball in the air
for quite a distance, perhaps 185
yards on some holes.
Dickson emphasized one of the
charms of the course is the golfer
does not have to return a good
score to enjoy the game.
"It can be a nice day in the
nark," he said.

The design of the golf course is
different, he said.
"It's distinctive." If a golf shot
is executed properly, the course
will reward 1t, he said.
Dickson is proud of the Tournament Players Championship that
will be played at his club.
"It has the strongest field of
golfers here under one roof," he
noted. There will be a $500,000
purse this year with $90,000 going
to the winner.
Only 144 professional golfers
are invited to participate in the
tournament. There is no qualifying round for entry. Golfers must
be among the current money winners on the tour.
"They are invited on the basis
of performance. It's very pure,
clean-tuned to ability, not who
you are, not race, color or creed,"
said Dickson.
Dickson is not only the marketing director, but also gives
speeches around the country promoting the club.
But why Dickson? Why did the
powers that be think this personable, unassuming, "nice guy"
type would make the transition
from tournament golf to marketing the most prestigious new club
in this country?
The tall, bespecta cled man
leaned back in his chair pointing
to his office window that shows
the outdoor splendor of Mother
Nature and said, "I was born and
raised on a golf course. We lived
in a club house built in 1900." His
father was the pro, manager and
greenskeeper, he said.
As an amateur Dickson won
the British Amateur and the U.S.

Photo: Margaret Clark

The Tournament Players Club course is a challenge says its marketing director.
Amateur in 1967. In 1973, as a professional, he won the Andy Williams San Diego Open. He also
took top prize in the Haig Open in
1968.
So he had a strong background
in golf, including sitting on the
tournament policy board of directors for the Professional Golfers
Association. And he received a
bachelor of science degr ee in
business at Oklahoma State University.
Perhaps, he guessed, someone
felt this combination of business
acumen and golfing experience
would bring the club the right
touch.
Dickson was in on the shaping
of the club from the beginning.
He was brought into the area in
the early stages of planning to
make feasibility studies and work
on many aspects of the project.
Deane Beman, tour commissioner, needed someone on the
site, Dickson said.

BOXING WORLD

Not wanting to take too much
credit, Dickson is quick to point
out others who make TPC tick.
There is general manager Vernon Kelly, who was originally
called in to oversee the clubhouse, office building, golf course
and other plans once the project
was underway. Recently, he was
also named director of business
affairs for the TP A Tour.

The Tournament Players Club
home pro is Pete Davison.
Now that Dickson has seen all
of the plans come to fruition, he
is ready to watch the Tournam e nt P layers Championship
played on the course for which 1t
was designed.
"This is a true championship
golf course," Dickson said.

THIS SPACE. COULD BE
REACHING SIX COLLEGE
CAMPUSES FOR YOU.

ESCAPE THY NEIGHBOR
THE NATION'S ONLY
BOXING NEWSPAPER!

Up to the minute fight news, timely as only a newspaper can be.
Boxing World's far-flung network of correspondents cover action
from New York to South Africa. Las Vegas to Hawaii.
Results, ratings, coverage, predictions-plus the hardest · hitting
editorials in the business !
You get it all in Boxing World - a 28-page bi-monthly tabloid
that's taking boxiE_g bv storm. Our fourth year in business.

940 Lincoln Road
Miami Beach, FL 33139
12 Issues $ I 0.00
(Canada and Mexico $12.00) []
So. America, Europe $30.00 []
Australia, So. Africa $35.00 []

12 Big Issues
[] CHECK ENCLOSED
Name ________ ___ ___ ______

Address - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

City - -- - - -

State -
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-------------------------------·

If you are weary and tired of the topside world , why not
join us underwater? Be comforted by the sounds of silence ,
the serenity of flowing schools of graceful fish and the constant sway of multi-colored sea life-.
For those who hunger and thirst, there abound sea food
delights roasting over open, friendly fires, shared on boat
trips to and from dives, enjoyed in the company of fellow
divers.
, • Sales • Rentals • Air • Photography · • · ·
Boat Dives • Advance and · Specialty ·
Instruction • Diving Vacations · • Charters .

·

AQUATICS ,UNLIMITED
INC. ·
1472 Park (US 17) .
Orange Park, Fl.
264-3357
11300 Beach
(at St. Johns Bluft)
Jacksonville, Fl.
642-3073
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UNF student swings to racquetball chan,pionship
By CONNIE BOUCHARD
ville at all," she said,... "as far
.
as women that IS. All I play in
Anyone who has ever stood in
Jacksonville is men."
the middle of a racquetball court,
When asked if she had any
attempting to dodge a ric.
.
problems playing agamst men
ocheting ball, can appreciate the
·
H
Hamrick replied, "Usually when
a_ccomplishments of Nancy amyou get on the court and play as
nck.
· as they are, th ere 's no
.
North
aggressive
.
University
Hamrick a
of
problem."
Flon da student, has won numerAlthough she doesn't have
ous racquetball tournaments inmuch female competition in
eluding,, this summer, the State Jacksonville Hamrick does have
Women s Racquetball Champwnone contender from Gainesville
ship in Orlando.
who is also her out-of-town douChoosing to play racquetball · bles partner. Diane Bullard,
whom Hamrick met during a racseven years ago at age 15, Hamrickhasn't swayed in her decision
quetball tournament both competes against and plays with
smce.
.
"I tried tennis," said Hamnck,
Hamrick in various tournaments.
"but to me it's not as much _fun,"
In .fact, Hamrick beat Bullard
in the finals of the State Women's
Although Hamrick is a sports enthusiast (she runs too), her maJor
Championship she won this sumat UNF is special education.
mer.
But why not the logical choice
"We go back and forth," said
Physical Education - instead?
Hamrick. "She beats me in one
"There's nothing wrong with
(tournament) then I beat her."
P. E.," replied Hamrick, "but I
But despite any competition
think I will get more out of spebetween the two, their team recial education."
cord is nothing to dispute.
Aside from Hamrick's involveIn 1979 they entered and won
ment in outside racquetball tourthe International Racquetball Asnaments she is also active m
sociation Doubles Championshipheld in Oklahoma City.
UNF's intramural racquetball
program.
They also competed in t.he
She and male partner Terry
Amateur Racquetball State DouHenderson are currently_playmg
bles Championship in Ocala the
in the UNF doubles tournament
weekend o Nov. 7 and 8 taking
which is still in progress.
first in both the women's. open
At UNF racquetball mtramuand the mens B competitions.
rals and at other local tournaHamnck and male partner Ranments.Hamrick says she primard)'. Phaler took _second in the
ily plays against men. In fact, she
mixed doubles competition.
said there IS very little, if any, fe
Hamrick and Bullard's next
male rac9uetball competition in
team ambit10n involves entennJacksonville.
g,and hopefully winning, the Na"There is no one in Jacksontional Racquetball Doubles com-

•

.

Spring Spo.rts roll
By BRENDA NORMAN
. ·
The end of the semestermtramural activities will be climaxed
with a superbowlgame between
the Red Tide and the Molesters
football teams and an all star
game between the University of
North Flonda and Florida Juruor
College. Then the spring semester will offer new sports for the
UNF athl etes.
.
.
According to Ronrue Allen director of mtramural athletics,
there will be a range of sports inin
fered to the students who are
terested in participatmg in athletics at UNF.
•
"The sports we offer are the
sports the student body sup-

ports," said Allen.
The agenda of sports activities
consist ·of : basketball-one.on one
and three .on three, ping pong,
racquetball, golf, softball, and
pool.
Allen said that there is not a
schedule for basketball at this
time and that the games will be
played in the new FJC gymnasium. Allen said, "It's going to be a
trial situation."
Intramurals for the upcoming
semester will begin on the second
week of the term. Allen said that
an one who is interested should
sign up in the intramurals office
located in the student activities
office by the first week of the
new semester.

Id
Student Government -wou
•
like to formally apoIogize
.
f
to the students for
th e s taffi
. ng
•
·
problems It has had in
implementing the picture ID
ID' S are no-w: _
• ·
program. P lCtUre
• ta·k en In
• the Student
being
Government Office fr om 9. AM
1 9 PM
u n• t i l ••
•
Please use t h IS service as Iit IS
a benefit to YOU!
.

Hamrick said she would eventually like to go on the racquetball pro tour but says right now
she can not financially afford it.
But, said Hamrick, "My first
concern is getting my degree
right now because if I don't make
it on the pro circuit, there's nothing to fall back on." She added,
"After I get my degree I can do
what I want with racquetball."
One other possibility for "doing
what she wants with racquetball '
is coaching, which she already
does in her spare time and says
she enjoys.
"I'd love to coach a team. It
would be great," said Hamrick.
She also would like to coach a
children's team because, she
says, "the younger you start the
more possibilities there are."

Football
Battle
Nancy Hamrick holds state raquethall title.

'
ing up in 1982. Hamnck said if the
two can · wm that tournament
they will go to the World games
in Europe with all expenses paid.

But what is in the future for
Hamrick's racquetball career besides her bid for the World
games?
.
those bad
work on eliminating
times more often."
According to Sports Informa.
tion Director, John Iamarino,
Mike Hackett's knee injury could
pose a problem for the team.
By VALERIE HAYS
. .
Hackett, the 6 foot 5 inche senior
Just as children anticipate
from Orangeburg, S.C. who led
Christmas, many Jacksonville
the team in both scormg and
residents anticipate the Jacksonrebounding last season, has
ville ·University basketball seamissed.two weeks of practice due
son.
to stramed ligaments in his left
JU has been tuning up for the
knee.
'
Nov. 28 season opener against
When Hacket _returns, JU s
Georgia Southern by playmg
starting lineup 1s tentatively
three intrasquad green/gold
scheduled to mclude Maurice
games. The green team, consistRoulhac of Jacksonville, and
ing of the expected Dolphin startDann1. McLaughlin of Newark,
ing lineup, has won all three
N.J.,. in the backcourt with Hackgames.
. . ett and Steve Tutson, also of
"At times we can be a very
Jacksonville, at the forwards .
good team," says JU coach Bob
Barlow Taylor of Paterson, N.J .,
Wenzel. "At other times, we're
will probably be the startmg cennot very good at all. We've got to
ter.

JU begins
dribbling

UNF BOOKSTORE .

.

·BO OK BUY BACK
Dec. 14, 15 , 16 •
In front of Bookstore

By MAURICE COMAN
What started out in September
with seven football teams vymg
for the right to be called the
champions of UNF has now been
reduced to just two teams who
will play in the University of
North Florida Super .Bowl.
The two teams the Molesters
, .
and the Red Tide,will meet on
the UNF_athletic field at noon of
Tuesday Dec_ember 1.
.
. The Red Tideearned their spot
in the champwnship game with a
win over the Molesters m the
first playoff game
The first score m the game
came when the Moles_ters caught
the · Red Tide m their own end
zone nght after they mtercepted
a -Molester pass.
. .
The second and winning score
of the game came when the Red
Tide scored the only touchdown
of the game but failed in the extra point try.
The game ended abruptly
when, in a dispute with officials
the Molesters left the field and
forfeited the game with the score
6-2 in favor of the Red Tide.
The Molesters rallied in the
second playoff game defeating
the No-Names
20-7 to gain their
spot in the Super Bowl.
The Molesters took the lead,

for the rest of thetwo
game,
with ina
touchdownunder
minutes
the -first half, where they failed
with the extra point attempt.
The Molesters scored again after taking the opening kickoffof
the second half. In a drive from
midfield they scored a touchdown
and the extra pomt.
The No-N ames scored their
only touchdown of the game on a
50-yard pass r eception and
capped it by making their extra

.

.

Have a good vacation and
a Merry Christmas

Monday & Tuesday 9 - 8
Wednesday 9 - 4.

The Molesters put the finishing
touches on their win with another
touchdown and extra pomt at the
end of the game. The final, score
was 20-7
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Fall fashions around town
Photos: Roger Whitt

Dana in her Knicker dress and Theresa in her evening
dress, both looking sharp and ready for partying. Both
dresses are by California Vision s.

Models:

Dana Mickler
and UNF student Theresa Quick

Dana with her Classical Knicker by Bill Bryon,
and her Metallic Sweater by Organically Grown

"Dana in a Wrangler jumpsuit."
Theresa knows how to keep warm in her
new jacket by Wrangler.
Clothes furnished by Robbie's Clothes Horse.
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Black Student Unionkicks.off scholarship
By BARBARA KELLER
University of North Florida
Treasurer Jim Haywood was presented with a $600 check Nov. 12,
as the BSU kicked off its 1981
Martin Luther King Jr. scholar- ·
ship drive in the Thomas G. Carpenter library atrium.
This is the first Martin Luther
King scholarship drive, but the
BSU plans on making the drive a
yearly event.
The BSU hopes to raise $3.00
by Jan. 15 when the first of five
scholarships will be presented.

"We decided here to be a model for the rest of the universities
in the state, by starting the MLK
scholarship fund," BSU president
James Breaker said.
Breaker said recent studies
show 47 percent of black students
drop out of college during their
first year. ·
He hopes, with the MLK scholarship fund, more black students
will be .encouraged and will be
enabled to continue college.
The money for the scholarships
was raised by different activities,

including a car wash, the Oktoand ( ...deserves ...) the full supberfest and parties.
The BSU has
port of faculty and staffas enhopes of ra1smg an add1bonal
couragement to this viable stu$1,000 at the BSU's Scholarship
dent group."
Award Banquet Jan. 7.
"I hope that the black faculty
UNF interim President Dr. Anstaff, in particular, would contindrew Robinson attended the
ue to encourage BSU activities of
drive and said that it could be
this -nature,"he said.
possible that the university may
"I will be contacting black facbe able to give a "x amountof
ulty and staff members to condollars", from undefmed existing
tribute to a full page ad in the
scholarship funds, for a certain
scholarship program as an exam-amount of moneythe BSU raises. ple of their support and enDr. Marvin Grant said, "This is
couragmentto the BSU, Grant
an extremely worthy endeavor
said.

The BSU plans to have a
Thanksgiving drive for the needy.
It asks for non-perishable foods
or money. There will be five locations set up on campus for the
canned foods : at the Boathouse,
stu_d ent . activities, the library
atnum, in the lobby of the Registrar Office, and in the cafetena.
Later in the spring the BSU
plans to have a Heart F1:ffid Run
where the proceeds with proceeds gomg to the Heart Fund
and BSU.

UNF facing cut in state funds as result of shortfalls
continued from page 3
that the Skill Center, Coop and
Job Placement Center, Child
Care Center, Student Center,
Penquest Magazine, the Game
Room, Intramural, Student Activities, and many more areas

FOR YOUR

FREE INVITATION

'

( 904) 354 -71 4 1
1 -800- 342- 83 32

TO THE FIRST CLASSES CALL:

being shown. Efforts are being
made to effect savings in ways
that will least affect UNF's insructional programs and its present and future enrollments.
The news is not that bad however. If enrollment for the winter
term is 300 people over the projected enrollment, then the
$600,000 plus shortfall could be reduced to $500,000 or less.
As Salus put it : "They gave us
a Thanksgiving Day Turkey, but
one can also look forward to a
Christmas present."

may be affected by this loss of
revenue.
Audits are being done and any
open or non-essential positions
will be reported so that Greene
and his committee can look into
it and gain the proper perspective of the situation.
The same situation exists within the Faculty and the Administration. Audits and planning
boards are being held and from
this information new budgets and
analysis plans will be drawn.
At the same time resraint is
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Lost: Gold ear ring, large loop,
on _Tues. 11/17. Marilyn X 2838.

FOR SALE
78 Suzuki GS 750 12,000 mi. Touring fairing, custom seat, headers.
Call 241-5541 or 387-2414. $1700 negotiable.
Fireplace screen, tools, grate $30,
Kodak E -6 processing manual $8
388-3836.
Beat inflation: one week, time
share condo (18yrs) with Interval, International membership.
$3500. Equity plus assume bal,
low interest. 731-0626.
IBM "Executive" typewriter professional, office model. Excellent
(new) condition. Only needs lubrication, instruction book included.
$300 or best offer. 641-3720 days.
Folbot Folding Kayak. Folds into
two bags t hat fit in car trunk,
$400. 737-9305.
Windsurfer star Excellent condition $550 firm. Call 471-2452. (St.
Augustine)
230- SL Mercedes Benz Bicarburetor, baige color, independent
suspension, disc brakes. (1975)
Call Sajid Ahmad 646-2780 or 2790.
1978 Kawasaki KZ 650 excellent
condition, low mileage , R .C.
Headers, custom seat, good tires,
days 646-2482, after 4 pm. 725-0733.
Pioneer 3. way surface mount car·
speakers $65, fuzz buster II $45,
Jensen 2 wa y home speakers
$145. Prices firm. Wa lt 768-4435 or
733-4509.
Jet Ski Kawasaki great fun,
1,500, rncludes car trailer and
hand trailer. 768-4435.
Twin size mattress and spring
with maple bookcase, headboard
and frame. Excellent condition
$100. Call 733-8416.
1976 Mazda ew engine, under
wa r rantee , new paint $3500.
Phone 731-7609.

Early Amer. couch and love seat
recently cleaned, excellent condition, beige with Fall colors. $250
(Firm). 641-9037.
SmaJl Guitar $40, including case,
excellent condition almost brand
new Call 641-2293
1975 Chevrolet Caprice. AM/FM
radio, AC, power steering, power
brakes, automatic transmission.
37,000 actual original miles $2500.
Call 641-9794 or 2553
1975 Mercury Bobcat new tires
wires, starter, battery. AT, PS.
68,000 MI. $1200 phone 285-3826.
SAVE THIS AD

: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
ONLY $40 PER YEAR
PROVIDES
all appointments,
1wicc yearl y cleanings exams and
x- rays at no ex tra charge.
PLUS up l o 50% off on all other
work. Choice of local private den•
tist.
Free Brochure - By Mail - No
Obligation - Call . Toll Free:

1-800-342-0688
Ask for "STU DENT" Brochure

77 Toyota Sedan Excellent condi·
tion, radio, AM/FM, tape, A/C,
good tires, extra clean. Phone
269-3422.
Rare car easily restorable - 69
Dodge Superbee, 383 Ramcharged, 2 hood scoops, rebuilt eng.
FAST, new rear tires, good body,
rough interior. Call 641-2674 $900.
Shortwave FM/ AM 6 band portable radio Panasonic RF-2600. Cost
$220, will sell for $100. 398-8182 or
ext. 2887 ask for Maraldo.

Small Hammond Chord organ
and bench. Phone 641-2293.
Soft Sculptured dolls. You choose
(sex, hair, eyes.) $40, $5 deposit
holds. 398-1334.

Gomg to Memphis for Christmas
Break. Need someone to share

FOR RENT

driving and expenses. Call Jan at
743-6101.

3 Br Riverside home, partially
furmshed, screened porch, fireplace, large rooms. Phone Carrie
at 389-0271 or ext 2882 UNF.
2 Br Garage Apt., Five points
Riverside. Sunporch off 1 Br. Unfurnished $185, 389-0271.
Large I Br Duplex, near F JC
Kent Campus. New interior
kitchen equip., unfurnished. Single or couple only 389-0271.
2 Br apt. on ocean, Jax Bch.
Available Nov. 15. Oceanview, but
not fancy. Call Dorreen, ext 2450

Classified ads
in the
Spinnaker
Get Results

for info.

2 Br/2 Ba Patio Home on canal in

THE

GOOD LIFE
Private Bus Service to UNF from

come dine in
the park

USED COLOR TV'S
From $85. 15 day Guarantee Service on most makes. Rogero TV
Service. 1833 Rogero Rd. 32211
744-9444.

St. Augustine. Day and night
coach available according to
The Good Life Restaurant
need call 824-4780.
is now serving in St. Johns
Mary Kay Cosmetics new proSquare. We serve natural
ducts, Xmas gift sets, reorders.
Call for your complimentary fa- Progressively minded individual
foods. We also have
. to defray expenses of unique 2 Br.
cial 789-8362.
Vitamins, health foods
home. I live under 200 yr. old oak
Professional Typing: (resumes, trees with my cats and Irish Setand a game room.
term & research papers, theses, . ter. $175. per Mo. incl. utilities.
Try
our sampler special,
dissertations) Copying, Quality Call Bill at 724-9177.
5 hot entrees for $2.95.
work, fast- service. Business &
Secretarial Service Inc. Orange
Five min. from UNF.
Female Student Looking for fePark. 264-8057.
male roommate. Non-Smoking,
Professional Typing Service
Term papers, theses, dissertaProfessional Typing and re - quite and studious student. 3 Br.
home on Westside. Call 771-2961.
tions, fast, accurate service. Call
sumes. Quick service. ReasonMature roommate to share
743-2532 or 744-1179.
able. No appointments necessary.
Southside home. $200/ mo plus
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
I will tutor you in either German
Southeastern Executive Service.
utilities. Call Bill Coats 721-0335.
or Italian. Prices determined by
2256 Gulf Life Tower or Call
The
Babysitter needs work: Ele. Ed.
sliding scale. For more info call ' 399-1547 or Independent Sq.
"KELLY
GIRL"
major; responsible and loves
Inge at 241-3402 between 7:00 - 11
355-8212.
kids; afternoons and evenings. ;
p.m. weekdays ; anytime weekPEOPLE •••
10 min. from UNF, Call Layne at
ends. Keep trying if no answer.
have
temporary jobs for
739-1335.
Expert Typing and word processthe following skills.
ing done by professional typesetters. Excellent rates on request.
Typists
Graphics East 396-8603.
DICTAPHONE
Home Improvements Window reCable Television: Those interestSHORTHAND
placements, carports, screen ened in television production, please
RECEPTIONISTS
closures, awning and all repairs ...
contact professor Michael
Clerks
Compentent Guaranteed WorkPounds at 646-2572.
Looking for a good home for a
Free Lance, pen & ink artist
manship. Call 264-2983 or 6268.
sweet dog ½ collie, ½ shepherd.
MICROFILM
cartoons, caricatures, lettering. 1 1/2
Magic Shows for the holidays by
yrs. old. Female, spade, very
CREDIT
Part-time, a few hours each friendly. Call 641-5704.
Bruce Norman. Phone 396-7224 or
ACCOUNTING
month. Call Nick at 737-5505.
765-2000.
Tutor-Helper Education major to Adorable Companions to any one
AND MANY CLASSIFICATIONS
NAN CY'S Typing Service
supervise 12 yr. old boy with who will give them a good home.
WORK ON A FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE
EARNTOP PAY, RECEIVE
INCREASES
$1.00/double space, free pick-up
homework, run errands, grocery Blk. & white kittens. One male
AND VACATION BENEFITS
one
female.
Free,
9
wks.
old
&
litCALL
A
KELLYREPRESENTATIVE
and delivery on campus. 725-4180.
shopping, light cleaning, laundry , .
FOR THE
INFORMATION YOU NIID
TO STARTEARNING FOR THOSE
misc., 15-20 hrs. wk. $3.35 hr. 20¢ a ter trained. Call 388-8508.
Typing Service: resumes, term
ADDEDSCHOOL EXPENSES.
mile.
285-7249 evenings Ellen. 94 2 Free Kittens 6 wks. old. Call
papers, theses, IBM typerwriter
KELLY SERVICES
737-1951
anytime.
The"Kelly Girl" people
E. Avalone Ponte Vedra 32082.
90¢/double space page, $1.50/sin$3.50. ,
gle spaced, $4.50 resume. I will
Southside 399-0886
Jacksonville Lacrosse Club: seaRegency 725-6040
help you write your resume. Call
son starts in January. If you want
Westside 783--4270
Mrs. M. Hudson 744-0737. Across
to play, call Ed Kroh at 751-3800.
Not an agency, neverfee
a
from JU .
Equal
opporun
for f/h
m/
Room for rent. Christian female
Professional· Typing: (resumes.
(20-30 yrs old); $30 WKLY - interm & research papers. theses,
cludes utilities and pool ; Westdissertat10ns) Copying, Quality
side 778-1193.
work. fast service. Business &
Secretarial Service Inc. Orange
Park. 264-8057.
Classified Ad1. ore free . for UNF / FJC studeots, faculty
inlet beach. Spacious and new. No
lease. $425. Phone 646-2838.
3 Br/2 Ba, house central air,
fenced yard, good schools. Ponte
Vedra area. 15 min. from UNF.
$375/ mo. Call 641-2521.

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

PERSONAL

and staff. Rotes for others; 10 cents a word.

Reports, term papers expertly
typed. Accurancy Guaranteed.

CLASSIFIED AD FORM

Have UNF students as references. $1.10 each double-spaced page
University Blvd. Near I-95. Call
737-5784.

NAME--------------

WANTED

Word One
Typing done on word processing
equipment for easy revision and
perfect copy. Word One 398-2463.
LEARN TO SAIL
With Capt. Mike. Enjoy sailing on
a Chinese junk or sloop. Call
642-2113 after 5pm.

Wedding photography Reasonable rates, all work guaranteed.
Call Rich King 778-4885.

NEW FACES BEAUTY AND
HEALTH CENTER
Offers: makeup classes/workshops, women's encounter
groups. facials. nails, nutritior
. classes. and hair services at economical prices. Call 642-2113.

Retired Professor and wife desire 2 Br Apt in Southside area,
Dec. thru Mar. 724-0051 after 5

Spinnaker
classified ads
.are free to
UNFIFJC
students, staff
and even the
faculty

PHONE _ _ _ _ _ __ _ DATE _ __
Circle One:

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
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WANTED

SERVICES
PERSONAL

pm.
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